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Dr. Kent Holtorf
Hello, this Dr. Kent Holtorf, with another episode of The Peptide Summit, and I'm trying not to
laugh because I know, there's a damn guy across from me is gonna make me laugh. Today we got
Nick Delgado back, and he has another talk as well, which I hope you check out. It was certainly,
voted one of the most entertaining, talks by far of the summit. So check that one out. It's also
about sex and love and we'll talk a little bit about that today, and, what supplements, compliment
peptides, and you really know one tool works, it's you gotta use a multi-modality, multi-system
treatments. So Nick, hey thanks for doing this.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
It's great to be with you, Kent.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
We really appreciate you talking to us.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, you have the amazing clinic up there in Torrance, and have some mutual doctor friends that
are working with you. It's just great, and when we all go to the A-frame, and we meet the other
guys and stuff, you're one of the guys out there really, really pushing the edge and looking how
you can make peptides really become known and available. And you and I know there's a little bit
of struggle in some states and we won't go into detail on that but the reality is, when people
realize how powerful and effective these kind of combined programs particularly, using the
quality supplements with peptides, and understanding that interaction and how essentially you
can get better results. I wouldn't have believed it until 44 years of experience. I'm revealing my age



now. My youngest kid is 13, my oldest is 44, so I've been really not only researching what herbs and
nutrients work but, what is the amount, what's the dose, what's the timing? You and I know like
you jump into PT 141, which is a known stimulant of the brain, the fantasy area and you're just
about having erection within four hours. But if you take it too soon, and you're anticipating that
date with your wife or girlfriend and it's like, "Oh wow! I missed the window." And then four hours
later, she's gone. And you're like sitting there standing there with, "What happened?" But if you
know these things and you know what herbs can move that timing up, and then stack it in such a
way. I love stacking herbs, supplements in peptides. I just love it. It works so well.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And I think you're gonna reduce side effects too, because like PT 141, biggest side effect is nausea,
and all of a sudden a lot of people just take it, waiting for a romantic evening, they're just throwing
up all night. You know?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
You're right. Have you noticed women use it 'cause it was approved for arousal disorder for
women, but do they use it under a different brand name? Because my understanding was PT 141
for real, but you got to use really small dose or they get nausea.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, women need the higher dose. And, I think it really seems to me, some people say it does
increase libido, but to me it works for erectile dysfunction and increases, blood flow. I probably
shouldn't say this but, so my girlfriend was sleeping. So I wanted to see how it works, I just gave
her a shot at night-

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And then, I probably shouldn't say, so she woke up in the morning and goes, "My vagina is so
sensitive, what did you do?" I'm like, "I didn't do anything."

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
What did you do?" She said you, what did you do? I love it.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, so that's the effect on women.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
All right, all right. It's probably the pheromones.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Well she got in the mood, but she was just uncomfortable, but she gave me permission to do
things like that, because everything I do is safe and I do 10 times the dose and things. But before I
get bad emails saying I'm terrible-

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right, right.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
So that's why sometimes some of these, products work that are supplements I think, a lot of the
erectile dysfunction products in the past have been terrible, with Yohimbe and you're just like
wired, and you feel scared crappy.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, your heart's pounding. Metropolises won't even insure them because of Yohimbe it's not an
easy thing to ensure when you're dealing with that 'cause there are side effects.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah. Well, let me tell everyone a little bit about you. I can't tell them everything because then we
would be-

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
We could be banned.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
It would be overrated sir. But really Dr. Nick has just been around the anti-aging crowd, when I
first got there you were just, the face of AFRM and just, into everything, the expert in so many



areas, but I would say yeah, would you call it a lifestyle medicine expert, immune system, over 44
years, you have trained in blood hematology. We have a dark field microchip where we did, and he
came and trained us on that which is very cool, and we could see the spiral of kids or the babesia
go to the cells when he show that to the patient, it's just like, "Oh, my infectious disease doctor
says I don't have it." Well, we'll look at this. it's just really powerful. But so he just does this, he's
always just thinking of new ways, and new ways to help people and new ways to diagnose expert
and lipid metabolism, peak performance. He's a stud, I don't know, you have a number of world
records I know.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right, yeah. I'm the author of different books. And because I have different passions, the problem
you and I have is that we have this, you have this genius level, thought and IQ, and we get bored
easily. So we have to do things that entertain us. So I started studying 26 years ago before the
release of my book, "Mastering Love, Sex and Intimacy, and I came up with a theory that I almost
didn't believe. I literally didn't believe the theory of my own book, and I just won't release it until I
finally proved it. And it literally took a lot of human trials. And I looked to Masters and Johnson,
Alfred Kinsey and these different guys, and you know what? They were doing human trials, but
what did they use as their subjects? Who was their human trials, right? Not just questioning
college students, with questionnaires but Masters and Johnson got down into, I guess it was the
St. Louis area. You mentioned that you went to Medical School St. Louis, but they were in there
using, quite frankly, they hired women that were pros, right? And they found out women who
understood sex, they learned from these women, and they literally did an experiment. I never
forgot the experiment. True story, this is in the medical literature, right? Masters and Johnson is all
technical and they're going into the whole thing. And they said, they used this magic wand
vibrator to test, the number of orgasms a woman could achieve in a eight hour period. Well, at the
end of eight hours, they discovered it was limitless. The woman just kept going. The staff had to
go home, they had to finish the filming. And they said, "Well, apparently there is no limit." Some
women can just go and go and go, and she was just tired, a little exhausted.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Wait a minute, wait a minute, I'm gonna dispute that. I don't think women can have an orgasm,
I've never seen it, I think they can fake it, and then leave.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
100% Of women fake their orgasm during intercourse. And you're bringing up an important point.
And I'm glad you did. Alfred Kinsey literally also disputed and hired four gynecologists to examine,
it was four gynecologist to examine, it was 400 women. And they did a probe inside the vagina,
and they put the probe in different areas in each of the women, and zero pleasure nerve endings.
Zero, all the nerve endings are in 13 spots, particularly in the external area of the genitalia,



obviously the clitoris itself, and the G-spot which is the curve of the inside, which the penis doesn't
reach, the the G-spot, unless you're an Acrobat and you'd flip her over, her heels over her ears, and
even then you're not gonna hit it very well.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Wait, wait. I'm taking notes. Could you say that again?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
The reality is the only way to reach the G-spot is have a woman lay back, imagine if she's laying
back, and if 12 o'clock noon is straight in, you put your finger in, and you rub about one o'clock,
kind of a deep soothing rub. And eventually they feel this deep orgasmic, long lasting orgasm,
much longer than a normal clitoral orgasm. But the point is that men have been under the
mistaken belief which was the premise of my book, "Mastering Love, Sex Intimacy," was that
women are not stimulated by intercourse. And another guy Kernan, Ian Kernan came out with a
book and he said, she cums first and he said the exact same thing. He said, "Women have to fake
their orgasm during intercourse." And all of porn has done us a disservice because we're all led to
believe. She's get all excited the Sally met Sin. Right?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
When Harry met Sally.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yes. Yeah, exactly. And she's faking this orgasm and it's not real. And so she points out and most
women are disappointed in the bedroom. 75% of women say that men are lousy lovers, but men
85% of us-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
'Cause we're lazy.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, but 85% of the men associated with these women, say they're great lovers. So men believe
egotistically, and they get really upset if they're not big enough, if they don't last long enough. So
it really sets the stage for a lot of misinformation in the sexual field. So for me, I wanted to come
out with the truth, and some women will completely agree in an audience. I watched the live
audience and all the heads are nodding their head. They're agreeing with what I'm saying, and
the men are-



Dr. Kent Holtorf
And the men are going like this, "What?"

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
They're in disbelief or completely disagreeing, sitting next to the woman that's nodding her head,
that what I'm saying is correct. Even Scientific American came out with a incredible video, and it
was a woman and she was talking about the science going back to Freud days, and how male
influenced caused us all to believe that, intercourse was the only appropriate sexual engagement,
and that clitoral foreplay, was immature sex. And if you did anything less than mature sex, you
weren't a man or a woman. So that really set the stage for a lot of pathology and misinformation
and need for psychological evaluation. Some women still think they're broken, they make love and
they go, "Doctor, I don't feel anything."

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I imagine they're just like, "Okay, we're gonna go sleep together." Boom, let's do that, and none of
the foreplay and stuff. Now, there two types of orgasms, the vaginal and clitoral?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well, the only vaginal orgasm is essentially reached at the cervix level, and the cervix, even the
largest male is not gonna reach the cervix. You literally can do what the Germans described in a
book called "Fisting." Where you put on a heavy degree of lubricant, you slip the hand in with your
willing partner relaxing, 'cause it takes a lot of mental focus to relax, and you reach up to the
cervix. And when you push the cervix up there's incredible orgasm. It blows your mind. It's deeper
than a clitoral orgasm, much deeper than a G-spot orgasm, and it's lasting. And some of them
squirt, you hear about this classic squirt, a lot of times with the G-spot they'll squirt, not all the
time 'cause sometimes they're too inhibited. They don't realize they're not peeing. They're
releasing almost like ejaculate, and there's a little pea mixed in it. But the reality is they are
releasing at a very deep level.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, I've heard a heated debate on whether that's pee or not.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
There's been science that's analyzed it. And again there is a little bit of urine mixed in, but there is
a fluid that does come, that's generated just specifically in the release of this orgasm of women.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
Wow. Well so you've done your research.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Deep, deep research.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
On all this and all this is in your book, the Mastering Sex book?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, and I have a follow-up online course that goes with it. And all is at fromthedoctors.com, I
have these courses, these books, and I've put a lot of effort into it 'cause I love collaboration with
doctors like yourself. You guys are sharp, intelligent, you don't have the time to spend the kind of
research that I did to write these books. And so then I looked at herbs and supplements and I
outlined so the companies that we like, we can say, "Hey, I like that fenugreek." That helps with
free testosterone, at least there's a study on it. And then you can verify that, right? Because we're
doctors and we can test before and after levels. And then we can see how dim works, which I'm a
huge fan of dim. I've used it for years. Edward Lee, the endocrinologist in Florida says, "I used him
like pouring water for my patients." It's like that important. Right? So it really plays a role and I'm
excited to say, that when the supplement world of quality meets, the scientific world of peptides
and bio-identical hormones 'cause we know this stuff works.

The biggest complaint doctors have is look, "I use supplements, they don't seem to work, but I use
peptides and bio-identical hormones I get a result." Well, of course you get a result. You're either
injecting it, right? Sub Q, or your intermuscular, or a pellet you're inserting, and you're getting
right to the tissues because the body when you take things orally, has these filters that reduces its
efficacy. So we've learned delivery system with supplements, novel delivery systems absolutely
work, and so it can really not take the place. Let me be clear, not take the place of bad hormones
and peptides but work synergistically together. And then you get an outcome that's unlike
anything you'll ever it's mind blowing how good, your orgasms are for the men if you rate your
orgasm 1 to 10. And we do, we were guys, we figure these things out. And women, the same thing
1 to 10, was it a 10? Oh yeah, and you can tell. And by the way Masters and Johnson gave away the
one clue that knew if a woman was faking or not. Do you know what that was?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Let's see. She didn't spend the night, I don't know.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
No. There a lot of women will spend the night and they'll fake it 'cause they're used to guys that
can't bring them to orgasm. It was that, you cannot duplicate this. It's an automatic response. The
anal sphincter starts contracting very rapidly at the peak of their orgasm. So if you subtly 'cause
when they're in the throes of orgasm, they won't notice, if you subtly just put your little finger on
their anus, and you will feel it contracting like crazy. So no matter-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Wait, I'm gonna burst some chicks now.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
No amount of acting Kent, that can get hold her. They could be going, you know the Harry Sally
scene, or they could be just screaming or whatever, and then meanwhile there's no action down
there, they're faking.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Bitches!

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
No, but they do it for the male ego. No, the truth is guys are so insecure-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And they're comparing.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah and they're comparing themselves to other guys, and so they're always trying to be one up.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And the guys are all freaked out of the size of their penis.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
And I got news for them, it don't matter, because there's no nerve endings no matter how big or
how little you are. Sure, the woman will notice it more, it's kind of soothing. But I gave an example



to a woman and she was very doubting to me, and I'm friends with her so she allowed me to do
this. I dropped my shorts, and I said, "What if I were to take and you grab onto my scrotum sack,
and you start tugging on it. Now let's say you tug on it for a full hour. Will I cum?" And she goes,
"No." And I go, "Well then, if I have intercourse with you for a full hour and you don't cum it's the
same thing." You have no nerve endings in that vagina, you have to stimulate the clitoris first with
a vibrator, with oral sex or with if you want clean sex, I take one of those little water jets in the tub,
and a lot of women love it 'cause it hits the exact specificity to bring them to orgasm.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
You mean the water peak?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
No, it's the design I made. It's this little device you hook onto the spicket and then it just controls
the how power of it. I came with the invention then I saw it at a sex shop and I'm like, "Damn it,
someone beat me to it." But I had already thought of it years ago. And I was using my own device
that I made. But I'm always testing these things. And the point is Dr. Holtorf, when a woman starts
getting excited, when you stimulate her orally through sexual or a vibrator, and Masters and
Johnson used the classic magic wand, that they proved was the best. And it comes out of Japan,
there's a lot of knockoffs out there, but we sell the original version, because our clients know I'm a
big fan of it and it works. And you can get a woman doggy-style like, I was at the A-frame. They
almost banned us from speaking at the A-frame, because I had 1,500 doctors in the audience, and
I was describing the ultimate sexual encounter. And it was get the woman on all fours, have her
hold onto the magic wand under her clitoris, while you're in entering her from behind , not
necessarily anal, but you're entering her vagina, and you both cum and it's a heightened of
excitement 'cause you literally are gonna cum obviously, she's gonna cum for real. And then it
heightens that experience to no levels you can even imagine.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
How many relationships, go bad where they say it's because of this or that, but it's really bad sex?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
I would put it as high as 70%. And what's the divorce rates, 75%? And financial would be the
second. All right? 'Cause there's a lot of stress about finance, particularly in this stressful world in
these days. But the reality is a lot of women will take in a guy or a guy will take in a girl, even if
they're financially destitute, if lovemaking is great and if they appreciate them, they're
complimentary. They don't deter them from their goals. See, you can have a mate that at least
supports you in your personal development and growth, and vice versa. But when you're a guy
and you're trying to control her because you're nervous that her pussy's so powerful that she's



gonna go with other guys if she's an 8 or a 10, well then lose it guy because you know what? She
might. But if you encourage her to and you have no issue with it and you learn NLP and timeline
therapy, then you can let go off that jealousy and then love her for who she is instead of trying to
control her.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I think that's so true because I mean, there's bad both sides, but it seems like there's so many
controlling, jerk-ass dudes.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
And that's not love.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And they may have money, and so we've been put up with a lot, but I think sort of man. Yeah.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
And the rate of cheating by women is far higher than men. It's never been disclosed before, but
they're just better at covering it up. Yes.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Really?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
They're better at covering it.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
My girlfriend, could hide that guy if we were like, we've been walking in a room and go, "Wait,
that's out of place." That wasn't there before and we could walk over her dead body and go, "I
never saw us."

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
We're clueless. It's easy to pull it over.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
They're playing three-dimensional chess and we're playing checkers.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, but that they're better communicators and they're more observant. They have a heightened
sense of smell. They'll pick up another woman on your set. Right? They'll pick up all these things,
they notice if you wearing cologne or not, if you stink dude, clean up man, take a shower every
time before you meet your girl, and put on a good cologne she likes. And there's colognes that
actually attract women, but they've discovered that when women use perfume, it's a pheromone
that attracts other women 'cause they know women will appreciate a compliment from a woman
more than they will from a man.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Well Nick I think data by nice person is not for men. We don't know what the hell is what? We've
eyes for other women.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right, the movie's out "Gucci." Right.? It's worse scene, I went with a friend it was really cool to see.
I was like, "Oh, that's power man." And at the highest level in life and death too, right?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah. It's amazing with all that hype fascia and everyone's in money and most people aren't
happy.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
You're not happy and you're right, I think just discouragement of the bedroom, it's a one-way
street. The guys always cum, the women don't. And what do you think that does to trust and love?
I had a guy in for counseling and I told him-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Is that build like slow resentment?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yes.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
And I imagine the woman's like, "Oh, but he's a nice guy and he's a good father." But they're just
not happy. They're not fulfilled.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, they're frustrated, literally frustrated. Imagine if you engage with a woman, your wife or a
girlfriend every night for 21 days, and you never cum in 21 days. Well either A, you'd go jerk off. But
what good is that? You think to yourself, "Wow, that's really, selfish."

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Is that the medical term?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yes, it is. It's very selfish. But for women, they put up with it, because men have really gotten so
intimidated in the bedroom, I didn't believe my own theory. I thought I was wrong 'cause
everything in the media, everything I read but then the real books for women said how you'd
please other women are women written by women. I have a whole shelf of books on this subject.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
But the other thing, women oppressed women. Okay, why is there in ride aid vibrators for
women? I don't see the perspective whatever.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
You're right.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Talking about this on the shelf, like, hey that's not fair. Right? It's all there, everything's gotta be
equal, right?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, and I agree and let's face it. There's a lot of unnecessary pregnancies too. And women are
forced to deal with the after pregnancy pill and all these other contraceptives that are hard on
their hormones.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
They're gonna watch out and they try to gum it.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. So Dr. Holtorf, the point I'm making is that.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Don't call me Dr. Kent Holtorf.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Kent, the point is we probably, as a culture, could be smarter, particularly if we engage in casual
sex and I'm not advocating that but it happens obviously. And so when it happens, it should be, I'll
just be blunt it should be mutual masturbation and mind stimulation, and heightened of energy.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
It's the mind, the mind.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
It all gets back to the mind and an auditory which is you're talking to each other. If she likes to
hear what you say, especially if you test the right words of good innuendo, really testing the
climate and kinesthetic a massage, not just always leading to sex but a good quality massage. If
you don't wanna do the work of massage, go to a massage therapist the two of you, get massaged
then go home and play. You've got to really think these things through because pregnancy is a
one-way street. It's not an easy solution. There's too many unwanted kids out there, right? So the
number of abortions and pregnancies unnecessary and men should deal with this as well,
because guys don't wanna use condoms. I get it, but then they're concerned about STD. So there's
a lot of questions that come up when we have these discussions, and there are answers. So that's
where you got to delve and have communication with your significant other. If you're engaging
even if it was a one night stand or a lifetime, you need to know the rules of engagement.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
You gotta talk to them?



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Even if it's just like by holding. No, no. Sometimes auditory is difficult for guys. Maybe it's just the
guy's kinda stuck, he just wants to hold her and that's their way of communication. Or maybe buy
her a gift, that's visual, right? So there I talk about that. The love languages in my book, "Mastering
Love, Sex and intimacy."

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I gotta get that.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
It's a hell of a book. It took me 26 years to research and write. I may be a slow writer, but it took me
time to really come up with the correct ideas.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Why, it really only took you a couple hours to write it but you had 12 years of foreplay.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
26 Years or foreplay. My newest book took 12 years, it's coming out. And that that's "Disease
Hacking" but-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, yeah. Tell me a little quick about that. And you have a new podcast coming out too, right?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
I wrote the book, "Blood Doesn't Lie." And my goal was to help the world understand the immune
system 'cause who knows immune system better than me?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I want you talk about Cover which got banned.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. Yeah and so what I did was, I've been evaluating blood tests, COVID tests, everything
imaginable, right? And then I took into account people's lifestyle, which I teach what's called the



seven pillars of health. And so in this concept, in my newest book, "Disease Hacking" I've really
delve deep into peptides, a thing you're an amazing expert in. And I really delve deep into the
connection of the mind, body and spirit and how the mind works and really how to help people to
feel happy in an unhappy world. So when you really master these techniques and I give you
simple steps of how to accomplish in each chapter, you're gonna find rich stories of people, who
like Phyllis Ginsburg who met me when she was 19 years old, believe this or not. But I was working
as a educator for the Nathan Pritikin Program, and she had high cholesterol at age 19. Her mother
had died of breast cancer and cardiovascular disease, and so she came to me, and she ended up
writing this book 40 years later, she's a marriage and family counselor. She has a moving story, she
wrote the book "Tired And Hungry No More, based on me teaching her, over at the age of 19. And
and then that was 30 years later. So, I have some amazing stories in my new book, "Disease
Hacking" of how they accomplished.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Have you noticed that I really think people now, everyone's sick, everyone's miserable, everyone's
stressed out, everyone's depressed.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yes too, right? Addictions?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, yeah. It's going crazy and you don't hear about it anymore, but the opiate overdoses, and
people traveling like they woke in the morning and they just to check out, or look at everyone's
garbage can, they're just full of alcohol bottles now.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, the church is down but they left the liquor stores open and the delivery of marijuana stores
open. Right? What's going on. Yeah.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah. Yeah, let's steer back a little bit to supplements and you've been formulating supplements
for years and I have only learned that, there's such a difference between, crappy supplements and
good supplements. And even like something as simple as melatonin, I don't like we're saying,
"Okay, take this melatonin." I bet it doesn't work, and I bought Costco, and now I tried I was like,
"Oh my God, I can sleep now." It just makes such a difference, and so we both have our own
formulations, but we also use other companies,



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
That's correct.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And kind of along with this whole line of thinking of kind of in the sex arena, what types of things
do you find, that could help someone?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well, when I discovered a solution to acne, I wrote the book "Acne Be Gone For Good," and then
the particular company that is doing some sponsorship created a product Dim. And I discovered
that dim was one of the solutions to acne. And I wrote about it, it became very popular. A lot of
companies jumped in and started matching what I wasn't doing but the results on 50,000 young
people was dramatic, and hormonal acne is a reality, it's a serious problem. It affects their
emotions, their self-esteem.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Why did Dim work, with lowering the potent kind of toxic estrogens where you think it's a
testosterone problem. That estrogen should be a good thing for acne.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well, think about it. When they give birth control pills, they're actually increasing, the estrogen
progesterone ratio. Right? And initially it does have-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
It's call for the synthetic progestins, that are derived from testosterone that are the worst.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right, right. So they get a temporary result but then they have side effects, they risk blood clots.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
No, I don't understand that at all.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right, right. No you and I understand that. So when I discovered that I created a product for
estrogen dominance to help, literally to help with hormonal cancers, prostate cancer, breast
cancer. We knew, that if we can control, by measuring 24 urine what's called the bad estrogen and
convert it to a good estrogen, that was favorable in light of reducing the incidence of cancer. Now
we even know broccoli sprouts and other things in supplements that I've been working with, help
to lower the incidence of replicating cancerous cells. But the point was, I was getting calls from
people using this product I'd created. And they said, "Did you know it cleared up my acne?" And I
said, "No." And I kept getting calls all the time. And finally, I worked with Dr. Sonia
Badreshia-Bansal to co-author the book, she's a board certified dermatologist. And we went
through all the scientific literature, it took us a good solid year to write the book, research the
book. And it turns out that what happens is the dim part of it. If it's a good delivery system, a
quality product, what it'll do is, it'll reduce the bad estrogen, but it turns out the bad estrogen,
competes with DHT. So the DHT, would kind of be able to increase uncontrolled, in people with
hormonal acne. But when you reduce that bad estrogen, the DHT no longer had to develop or
increase, it would just calm down, particularly in the skin, 'cause you don't see too much DHT
increase in the blood in people with acne, but you see it in the skin. We've done a needle biopsy,
we've found skin samples. And so when you convert that bad estrogen, everyone was saying, "No
Nick, that can't be, what does estrogen have to do and estrogen donors have to do with acne?" It
has everything to do with it. That T zone where the acne forms, all of this has to be converted, so
you and I know, hormones work like an orchestra, they all work together. And if something's out of
balance, it forces some of the other hormones to shoot up and end case in point. So that's why the
use of spironolactone, and these progestin mimics these things work, but again not worth the
side effect. Turns out that the dim products, imbalance these hormones out without the side
effects. And it's golden, and plus you're getting a benefit potentially reducing the risk of cancer. So
you really get a double.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And the next scary thing is they either go to OB, and expect to get hormonal treatment, they
don't know hormones, they know birth control pills and take out your uterus. If you have chronic
endocrine problem, don't go to endocrinologist. I hate to bash on but it's like they do, basically
the-

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
All right, manager right?



Dr. Kent Holtorf
If you have a chronic infection, you had just tried to get your infectious disease doctor to take it
seriously. It's scary for these patients, and then they get these so-called integrative doctors
practicing something totally different. Then they go home and they talk to their husbands and
friends and they go, "We can't talk to them now, this doctor went to Harvard, and he's board
certified in Ivory Tower and says, don't do that yet." Yeah and he hasn't read a damn journal in 20
years.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right, right. And you bring up a great point. It's like Abraham Morgentaler how to jump into the
field the Harvard doctor, who did the science, went through the literature and found you're all just
were completely wrong. That suppressing testosterone in a prostate cancer patient, and then
giving them estrogen is the worst thing you could do, right?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, long it took for that.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
And people still don't get it.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And you still get urologists saying the same thing. And actually what I found is that, it doesn't
matter what your training is when you get out, it's what you do after.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Exactly.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And these doctors are practicing the same crap that they were taught in medical which is all
wrong, but yeah in terms of supplements, and we're both the same where we give supplements
and peptides and hormones, and whatever biologics and medications they all work together, in
terms of the topic which you are not too shy about sexual health or any particular, supplement
you'd like to know we were talking about before the study that came out, a company from
Leading Edge Health, on boosting testosterone also improved, as a sperm function, and actually
improved free testosterone just over 46%, that's pretty damn good, and also improved the sperm



health which I don't know, I don't know if you do any fertility, but we're finding now used to never
think of the man as the problem, right? Men are coming in now not only with super low
testosterone levels, but their sperm are low sperm counts. They don't move, they're just there.
They're lazy, from the toxins, stress, pesticides, whatever it may be.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. I can even show the patients, they collect a sperm sample and show it under the
microscope and you can see, the motility of the sperm and essentially we don't do a count but
you can really get a sense of that. And the reality is, I've used fenugreek in a formula, for
testosterone boosting. And I think it's great, because the reality is, think of it this, if you combine it
with a peptide or testosterone therapy such as pellets, or if you like using testosterone cream, as a
boost or whatever it is, but the reality is that some of it's gonna turn into estrogen, right? So you
gotta-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
That's right, I don't like creams at all, because they're gonna increase aromatase, they're gonna sit
up regulated too. You're gonna be given estrogen especially in obese or diabetic patients. I like
combining testosterone with little nandrolone, which doesn't convert to estrogen or DHT and
control it that way.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, and regardless if you still look at the downstream estrogen metabolites, some strange
metabolites show up, so it's still a good idea. Even using the invention of testosterone therapy, to
include the quality dim products, the quality testosterone booster. You go, "Why are you giving it a
testosterone booster when you're given people direct testosterone? 'Cause testosterone is the
gold standard." No, wait a minute. You want more free testosterone not so much total And the
nice thing about these particular herbs, they've been clinically shown to increase free
testosterone. So one of my stacking methods, that I wrote in a paper that's gonna be in our
website fromthedoctors.com. We can include a link later if you want, but what I did was in 44
years of studying, 'cause I used to have ED when I was a young man, I had high cholesterol, I had
plaques in my arteries and of course the first place that plaques form is in the male organ. But I
also had a stroke at age 21, people don't know that about me unfortunately. Yeah, and so I spent.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Wait a minute, that explains a lot now.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, looks like, I recovered, right? But the point is, I've really combed the literature because it's
close to my heart. Not just heart disease but close to my emotion of what I can do to help other
guys to really navigate through this problem of ED, erectile dysfunction, premature ejaculation,
I've come up with all the solutions, and I get guys calling your clinic in my clinic, because they
want this protocol. It's not just use one item, you combine the peptides, the supplement, the
correct supplements-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Nick, can I ask where the power on this, is in combination, and I think with anything, like if we find
a treatment, whether it's supplement medication, that works for 20% of people, it's a great
treatment, right? We're like, wait a minute. 80% of people aren't gonna work, but you try it. It
doesn't work, you move on, you have a hundred more treatments, where the standard doctor has
three.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. What is the efficacy, Cialis and Viagra work at about 30% of the cases. People don't know
how ineffective it is.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
As opposed to placebo or look at SSRIs, it's basically, almost no better than placebo. And a year
later, everyone realized that it does work. And the Star Report largest study ever done in
antidepressants, showed that giving T3 was a better antidepressant, than all the antidepressants
but it's not in the abstract.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Side effect of T3?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, but it wasn't in the abstract because they didn't contribute to the study.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right, right, right. It's just like heart disease studies. They'll have, the American Heart Association
dialogue, because, a limited factor of the American diet which is a disaster. Right? But they'd
never compare it against the plant-based oil free vegan diet. They'll throw a oil high sugar vegan,



fake vegan diet, and they'll say, "Oh, it didn't perform all that much better." Well wait a minute, go
back to whole natural foods. Let's see how you perform and then they always show that's the one
that reversed the cardiovascular disease. That's the one that reversed the diabetes. And you know
so now you have a large group of people advocating, eating a lot of extra fat and protein, but
again the meat and dairy industry have done a great job in publishing studies all sponsored by
them. So you really have to look who sponsored the study, right? And then do this research
yourself and then tease out what is the best diet for erectile function? What is the best sleep?
What is the best prescription for the seven pillars of health?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I can't believe the studies on eating meat products, increased risk for breast cancer. And it's huge,
and you look at, in fact there was one investigative reporter, who went and talked to, what's the
breast cancer thing with the pink ribbons. So much money. And they went and talked to the
president and said, "You could not believe all the major donors are like Tyson foods, the
agricultural site, all these meat companies. And they don't frickin mention it. I'm a meat eater, so
I'm not like, but the data's there and there was a documentary on it. And I'm like, "Holy crap. It just
suppression of all this information."

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, I heard Dave Hastrid making fun of game-changers recently on a podcast he was doing.
And he was saying, "Oh, they were saying eating plants gives you better erections." Well, the reality
is that, I don't think eating meat or dairy in one night, but it's over a lifetime of 30, 40 years. You've
clogged those arteries. And that's what I was living with. I had clogged arteries, I did an ultra-fast
CT scan, I know, I had hardening of the arteries, but the plaques are all gone, from 44 years. It
probably was in the first eight years.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
When was that?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
When was what?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
When did you have the plaque?



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well, I know I had it when I was age 18 to 21 because I had my first TIA-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Who the hell have plaque at 21?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well listen to the history of the studies, in the Korean War, there was something like 50% of men
who had died in action at age 21 had cardiovascular disease, extensive cardiovascular disease of
the coronary arteries let alone they weren't autopsy in the male organ, the penis, but by the
Vietnam War, which was later in the 60s, the Korean wars in the 50s, they had a higher incidence.
Like 90% of the young 21 year olds. So I'm not the exclusion, it's a silent disease. Most guys don't
have the symptoms yet. I was getting chest pain at age 19 and 20, 'cause I was eating eggs every
day and meat. I was trying to play football, I was trying to bulk up so I was eating 12 eggs a day, like
Rocky, Sylvester Stallone, thinking that was a good thing. And I wasn't even eating sugar, I was
eating just what I thought was a high pro. And now I'm the opposite, I avoid egg yolks completely,
I don't eat meat to get my protein. I get beans, rice, fruits, and vegetables and licking pussy to get
out. I didn't say that, did I? To get my quality B12?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Wait, wait. I think that happens.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, yeah. So the point is that I am not a plant-based guy out of like trying to save the planet,
which I think that's a nice idea. I'm not bashing those people that are for that, but I'm doing it for
health, and sure it's healthy for the planet. Some will say, "Well, there's still cows out there pooping
in the ground and that helps with the agriculture." But when you have more cows in Argentina
than you have humans, 800 million cows or whatever it's crazy. The world's got too expensive to
sustain an animal-based diet. If you eat animal, that's your choice. I prefer organs because I know,
that the thyroid glandulars work, I know that adrenal glandulars work. So if you're gonna do it do
it in a clean supplement, that gives you the nutrients for your hormone levels, right? Adrenal and
thyroid function right. You can synthesize thyroid without having to use glandulars. I know it can
be done, but the point is there are ways like Armour thyroid and things and you're an expert in
this. So I'm not opposed to using animal on a certain specific conditions. It's not a wild-eyed vegan
guy, but then Dave Asprey is making fun of skinny vegans. Well, I could outlive Dave Asprey any
day of the week. I've looked at his "Blood under the Microscope," he did a livestream.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
You're right there are some vegans that are like marathon runner vegans that look terrible.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
True, true. But see, they don't understand, you can't be a raw vegan. You need to cook food to
absorb the calories, raw cauliflower doesn't absorb, but cooked cauliflower will. But there's so few
calories in vegetables, you have to eat enough beans, maybe some of the ancient grains,
occasionally rice, I eat a lot of yams, sweet potatoes 'cause they have a lot of calories-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
There are people who become vegetarian, they just eat bread and pasta.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. I'll use spaghetti squash in place of pasta. So I do the smart thing wherever possible, and
then I don't flavor my foods with a lot of sugar and oils. So there's a way to cook properly, but I
think that when you look at how the nitric oxide is affected from oils, it depresses nitric oxide to
the endothelial lining. So there's a lot of reasons to learn about a healthier way to add more
plant-based foods into your diet. I'm not saying everyone has to do it, but you'd be smart to do it,
especially as you get older because your risk is heart attack or stroke. Far more people dying of
heart attack or stroke, way more and cancer, than of this so-called, pandemic.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Don't get me started, but also and I'm just talking about supplements in general, and doctors,
they wanna do their own supplements or whatever, you'd always get cheaper stuff, but it's like,
finding good quality. And also like I'm very impressed with a certain company that does actual
studies.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yap.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Because studies are not easy, they're not cheap, and I think you said you've had some experience
with this product in the and the, ingredient here, and I'm just amazed 46% increased risk and the
increase in free testosterone, with increase with the sperm health, and there is a special type of
fenugreek, and that's at Leading Edge Health. And they have some good stuff. We've been kind of



intermittently by using their stuff. And what's your thought on some of these growth hormone
boosters?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well, growth hormone as you know is a difficult thing to get a release into the general system. So
the question is, and what they're using here, I'm taking a look, arginine, glutamine. So there's
been pilot studies that I reviewed that showed, these particular ingredients do increase, human
growth hormone. I think one of the questions becomes, could you use it? It's like almost cycling
on days that you're not using injectable, because some people just won't inject, even sub Q,
anything. You know what I mean? They just won't. So give it a try, use the product. And there are
pilot studies that show an increase, with amino acids that in the correct ratios, that will increase
the release of human growth hormone. No doubt about it. So the question is, is it to the youthful
levels that you're gonna get the kind of results? What you have to be careful is, when they're
making the claims based on injectable human growth hormone compared to the supplement.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Wait, wait. We don't have that data in there.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
You don't wanna do that. And I don't mislead people like that. I say, "Look, some people, when you
reach to a certain decade of age, you're hitting that 50, that 60, 60 plus, 70, 80, you're gonna need
to do some." And really growth hormone is a peptide, right? Let's face it IGF1's a peptide, its just a
longer chain peptide. So you really have to learn that, Edmund Chin, he's a doctor out of Palm
Springs era. He's an MD and a SQ. He's an attorney too, we'll excuse him for that. But the point is,
he sued FDA board- yeah, he sued them and said, "Look, growth hormones and anti-aging
peptide. We should have the right not just prescribing for dwarfism."

Dr. Kent Holtorf
It's the only drug you can't give off label.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. And apparently he won the case. He told me and he said, "Most doctors don't know this but
you can prescribe." And I know some pharmacies now that are being allowed to prescribe it.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
California, they just go, we don't care what the law is, I'm telling you.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, we shouldn't get political because fortunately there's 49 other smart states. Right? And so at
worst you have an uncle-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
He's from California. Yeah, we just lost half the audience.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
I know it's tough.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
But he was interested, so they actually did their own study here. And they found, the typical
increased erection ability. Okay, but also a 22% increase the frequency of orgasm. Is that just
'cause they could have more erections or is there a connection there?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well, human growth hormone not only increases the volume of the penis size truly, but it does
work synergistically with testosterone. Undoubtedly, when you combine a testosterone booster
with the growth hormone releaser, and ideally cycling some of the peptides, serology, GHR2,
GHR6, things that are known to increase testosterone, there's growth hormone fragments. Right?
I don't know about you but I'm sure, you've looked at at least 40 or 50 or 60 different peptides out
there. They're amazing. But you can't depend on an ongoing basis, but you can depend on a
baseline supplement to get you up to a good level, and then see what you need additionally.
Right? Then you check with your doctor what else you need.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah. I think that's a good strategy I think you know. And even cost-effective strategy.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, and going back to the vegan argument, the problem is most of these vegans aren't taking
bio-identical hormones. They're not using peptides.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Their hormones are low.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, their hormones are low, and they're ignoring aging. Aging is a fact people. And I don't care
how many plants you eat, you're gonna age. So you're gonna need to learn, like I can't task I've
learned, Ron Gronkowski out of Florida. There's a few guys that are open to plant-based and
they're open to the peptides and the hormones because they work, you gotta look at the science,
and then first weigh the side effects, right? So the classic example is taking human growth
hormone, as a peptide or a supplement, right? And increasing IGF1 and they're saying, "Oh, but
you don't live as long. You have an increased risks of cancer." But if you look at the real science,
there's lower rates of cancer overall in most of the cases, and even in giantism they have a lower
rate of cancer overall and they live longer above the age of 60.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
As I mentioned I did a published reviewed article on the risks and benefit of growth hormone
replacement. Now there was that one study which we talked about. It was just so ridiculous.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
But no case has showed that taking growth hormone increased cancer. In fact, the growth
hormone, it's around I think, the Growth and research society, very conservative. They said, "Take it
off the label, that should not give it active cancer." Even with active cancer, they say, "It's fine."
Which is true, there's no studies showing it makes it worse. It's because in the test tube, IGF1
increases, it's a growth factor. It's like taking glucose, protein, yeah, it's gonna make it grow, but
also the IGFBP 3, which is gonna actually 'cause it to stop growing. So that's the thing, these
things are pretty atrophic, so, it's really hard you can find one, I can show you a pathway where
magnesium causes cancer. But it does a hundred other things that reduce cancer. But if you
don't talk about those, it's a problem and there's so much bias ness and it's like some of these big
pharma studies, like they just tweak them a little bit, so that they turn out positive, and they use
relative, risk instead of absolute. So it's like, if I give you two lottery tickets, three lottery tickets, I'm
on a 300% increased chance of winning the lottery. Right?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
But it's really zero. For example I'm giving zero because, the chance is zero times three, is zero.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Exactly.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And that's what they do.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
So here's my thought, Kent. The ultimate sexual enhancement stack. And let's talk about for the
guys first. The ultimate would be, restore your growth hormone level, A, using some approved
supplements that we know have the right amino acids. You mentioned this particular one, that
does have that ratio. I use one as well, I think it's great. It does work, it improves. I like to mix in the
nitric oxide releasers, the plaque nitrates, the organic bees. Nathan Bryan, a friend of ours, right?
He's shown clinically it makes a big difference for sexual function. So you kind of want those
amino acids but then you measure the levels, you find out is the blood levels for IGF, which
measure rather low as we age, and is the human growth hormone, which is non-detectable as we
age, in 24 year and you can measure the spikes. But the only people I find with youthful levels in
urine and blood, they've been using peptides. They be using IGF, they've been using growth
hormone, and they use these supplements, and they get quality sleep 'cause sleep affects your
hormone replicating.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, I'm a bloody champion on that.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
That's a rough one, and there's certain things that interfere with sleep. So you gotta really work on
that. And then the next stack that I looked at is estrogen dominance. You gotta clear those
estrogens 'cause estrogen competes with testosterone at the receptor sites, and it blunts the
ability, to maintain an erection or even get erection. A classic study, Kent was done, where they
took estrogen cream, rubbed it on the guys organ. And then they try to see if it could get hard. He
could not get hard for 24 hours. So if a woman's using vaginal estrogen cream or something, he's
in for a shock because that boy's not gonna be able to get hard.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
It's true you look at the people who have the biggest problem with erectile dysfunction, are the
diabetics and obese, right?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And they got the man boobs, none of the ones that if you take regular testosterone and their
endocrinologist gives them testosterone cream, which up-regulates aromatase and the skin, and
they're just basically giving themselves estrogen. And they're just gaining weight, getting man
boobs, and they've lost their erectile function. And they wonder why, it's crazy.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
And if I can add to that, another hidden source of estrogen that's rarely talked about, is animal
based products. And that is animal products have 10 to the 6th amount of estrogen in their tissues
because animals have estrus cycles. So when you're eating animals, you're getting a lot of
estrogen. But then guys say, "Well, what about plant estrogens?" Well, they're soy estrogens sure,
but they tend to be vital estrogen, they're a very weak, they go to the receptor sites and have a
protective factor. Don't overdo them though, you could overdo them if you're drinking gallons of
soy milk and crazy shit. But you know the reality is you wanna balance this estrogen. So you gotta
use a dim product, but you also have to have a liver detox product because, some of that
conversion that causes gynecomastia, isn't just the good to the bad estrogen. It's that
testosterone to estrogen conversion. So you then need a modulator, which that's where you come
in, with the liver detox, liver excel herbs that I talk about because, there's a gentleman who wrote
a book, Dr. Cheek, and he wrote a book about this. And he developed some supplements that
have this ability. And I looked at him and I said, "These are great. They work." They're really
reducing that incidence of man boobs, they're shrinking down the prostate. And by the way
mushrooms is one of the great ways to lower PSA. I've got guys who have double or triple, the safe
levels of PSA. And I get them on a mushroom product, we have a mushroom product that they
take, or if they like mushrooms use both. And that PSA cuts down to safe levels, within reasonable
periods, within weeks. It's just astonishing. And I know-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
If that was a man, it would be all over the news.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, and yet because you can't patent it, right? There's no prescription for it.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
If that was Pfizer, it would be like, but also a big problem is pesticides, toxins are all estrogenic.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, completely. They force estrogen levels up, Xeno estrogens exactly. GMOs, it's just rapid.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And then there's fish now that there's no males and yeah, so we're all gonna be females at some
point.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
I used to be, how shall I say, a little bit concerned about why should someone buy organic? Now
I'm convinced, that's a smart thing wherever you can get organic, frozen vegetables, frozen fruit,
organic fresh fruits and vegetables. It is a good idea. It is a good idea because that nasty GMO,
that changes the molecular combinations, it interferes with genetic factors.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Could you show like how much corruption there is, why do we still have roundup?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
It's unbelievable. Right?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
It's not like that's for a basic pesticide, it's they make it so kills everything, but the GMO plants are
resistant to it.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Right.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
So it will kill everything else, but this modified plant, you know?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah we'll look back 100 years from now and go, "What were they thinking?" Right? Or we'll set
back further. It's hard to tell because of the media, but the next thing in the stack is something
that releases free testosterone. It's one thing to get that total testosterone level up. But I
discovered years ago I was researching this for several companies about what herbs, would
basically attach to sexual mind in globulin, and release free testosterone. And there was really
some cool herbs that do this, and these testosterone boosters that include that, have a great
advantage because once you get the total testosterone, you and I know it's the free testosterone is
bioactive. That's the one that gives you the erection, it gives you the libido, gives you the muscle
density. So you really have to look at that and I've been listening to Andrew Huberman, who's a
podcast, he's a Stanford professor. And he talks about a normal testosterone of 800. I'm thinking,
"God, that's on the level where you're starting to decline."

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, it's like you go back to 10 years, and then 10 years before that, they just keep lowering the
normal range for testosterone, because everyone's lower.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, so you and I know we have to augment that testosterone both verbally. And by the way I
don't just take two of the testosterone booster capsules. I take like four before I'm having a date. I
wanna make sure I have that extra free testosterone, even though I have that baseline of
testosterone that I'm utilizing. Right? 'Cause you and I-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
You need to be perfect.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, I like to have that gold standard of the pellets I use about twice a year. It lasts me about six
months. And then most people only last three months, but I'm doing this so many other things.
My level stay at a good level, for that of a 22 year old. I don't wanna have the level of my true age.
Right? I wanna have that of a young buck that I'm ready to go, right? And that's the problem in
the dating world. Girls expect you to be ready to go and everything. But the biggest mistake you
can make is as I mentioned earlier if she says climb up on top of me, resist it, make sure that you
bring her to full orgasm before you even enter the idea of entering her. Just don't even, learn and



train yourself. But the only way you can train yourself is by stacking, these supplements and
peptides and herbs and hormones, because then when you're ready, an hour after pleasing her
and it takes 30 minutes to an hour, the bell curve, research by Kinsey and by Masters and Johnson,
it takes the average woman an hour, to mostly physically reach an orgasm. Although some
women can cum in five minutes with a good vibrator.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
What about minutes?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Maybe, the average guy cums within two to three minutes. So we're far below the average of
being able to help a woman, because once the guy cums, the worst is not that he can't enter
again, 'cause she's never gonna orgasm, in most cases to intercourse it's that he rolls over and
goes to sleep. Right? So you definitely wanna have that testosterone, not just for sexual function
libido but for energy, you have that vitality, that energy, and less inflammation, have you noticed
that Kent? You have almost no inflammation in optimized testosterone level body.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Yeah, a study just came out on COVID, that testosterone is a major risk factor. Low testosterone,
morbidity mortality in COVID, and it makes sense.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yap.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And you know, so many guys come in, and then my doctor says my testosterone level's fine. It's
like 240, it's crazy.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. It's pathetic. And they themselves are suffering from problems, but they don't know how to
solve it, 'cause I have a lot of clients who are doctors.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I'm sure you're seeing this too is like 22 year olds, 24 year olds, their testosterone are like they're 90.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Exactly. Yeah. And they're struggling and they don't know why, but it's an estrogen dominant
society. You mentioned it, it's loaded in the pesticides, in the food supply. And it concentrates in
the animals a hundred times to a million times more, by the time it reaches your body fat and
your body, if you're eating the fat of animals. So you really have a lot working against you in today's
society but the good news is, we can detoxify these chemicals, not just with sauna and exercise
which you and I know is great and right for detoxification. But there are certain herbs that actually
detoxify these heavy Laden chemicals. And the best thing is just don't let them enter your body to
begin with but so many people are-

Dr. Kent Holtorf
It's everywhere. It's in the rain and it was interesting. I was at an environmental conference and I
was bored, so I went to the bar and I had drink, and I'm reading USA Today and not on the cover,
but on the inside one of the sections, they showed this killer whale that was an Antarctica, dead
on an iceberg. And they did a blubber biopsy and they found it died of PCBs, PCB toxicity. And
that was banned what, 60 years ago? And it is, so this way you're saying, the tiny crustaceans
either eat small fish, big fish, bigger fish, than there at the top it just keeps getting concentrated.
It doesn't leave the body. And when this thing in Antarctica where the water is so pure dies of PCB
toxicity, it's scary.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Well yeah and meat showing out with DES that was banned because of the incidents of disease
related to cancer. And we see these problems developing Kent, and the reality is that some of
these meat are illegally, including these hormones and antibiotics, because they want the beef to
grow big. They make more profit, at the expense of the human health. So I'm really teaching
people that look, the more you can really use supplements to detoxify and get these chemicals
out, classic experiment was high fiber diets, high fiber supplements that they soak up in the bile
on the digestive tract. They soak up bile which is made up principally of cholesterol but also the
pesticides and chemicals they drag it right out. So you want the proper unfermented and
fermented, soluble and insoluble fiber. There's multiple classifications, but one of the greatest
things is biodiversity getting a big variety 'cause you and I know the gut is critical, to sexual
function, the immune health, to longevity. And so we're really not just saying, we're gonna take
supplements which we believe in and we're gonna take hormones. We're gonna really look at the
seven pillars of health, and then onto that I'm so excited to talk about, the use of PT 141 in the
correct dosages for each guy. You get a little tan, you get that look you've been outdoors in the
sun because it was a derivative of melanin tannin too, right? And it gives you a little bit of tan, but
that that's good. It's protect you from the sun. There's the only thing you mentioned is if you use
this too much, you get some nausea. But I like to use it with a product that's our number one
word of mouth solid, doctor's calls from all over the country call it the Moray, and we don't sell it



online but they have to call us so they get a special link from us 'cause we gotta know who we're
dealing with 'cause, big pharma wants to compete with us and they're upset with anything that
works as good or better. So, we had that conversation about growth hormone, releasing peptides
and things. So, it's getting harder to get these things but the reality is people in the know who are
educated. They're gonna to know we did our research. Kent, you and I have been studying this for
years. And the reality is that when you stack these supplements properly with the right peptides,
and measure the levels, really get in there and measure periodically, because if you're performing
good it's a good time to do a blood test and a urine test. 'Cause you wanna know, your hormonal
levels for urine. What did get you that result that you're performing so well, or on the contrary,
when you're not performing well, get your levels compared to now you have contrast, I do this on
all my patients, because that way my clients know, here's what I gotta get up to. That's that gold
standard, that bar level that I wanna be performing like a 22 year old not like a 62 year old, or a 82
year old. Right? And that's where I track most of these guys and girls, because they wanna remain
youthful as long as they possibly can, because I truly believe, extending the quality of sexual
relationships, lengthens the life. We know this, the longest lived cultures have better love lives,
they have connection and love and it was the only thing measured in the world that contributed
to longevity, which was love and connection. All right? So we're talking about a lifesaver here, not
just having great sex and having a lot of pleasure, because that releases hundreds of hormones. It
triggers the brain into all these incredible hormones and things and so these things are
important. And I think about the use of oxytocin, right? The use of PEA, Phenylethylamine, love it
for sight hormone, but most people enter into relationship and then it all fizzles within three
months. And it's lucky if it lasts six months, they're still together. There's sexless marriages
everywhere because, A, the man hasn't learned to please the woman. B, their hormone levels
declined terribly. They have too many toxins in their body. They're overweight, they're out of shape.
They're using chemicals and coffee and alcohol, and they're just whacked out. Does that describe
any orgasm?

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Is it PEA that drops significantly after three months and oxytocin.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, yeah. Terribly. And there's ways to reinvent that, reinvigorate that, and it's not just by
changing women, or changing men, which happens, right. Which happens too frequently in
today's society. But there are bonding hormones, vasopressor, it's interesting when you look at
voles, voles are little rodents, and you can see the vols with high vasopressor bond, and they don't
cheat on other, but the ones with low vasopressor are constantly changing mates. But the reality
is in human reality, when you please your mate every night and your goal is to have love intimacy
for at least 30 minutes a night. If you don't have the hour, 30 minutes, and you follow the
protocols, I describe in my book, "Mastering Love, Sex and Intimacy." Your relationship will improve
so well. And it's been proven that when men bond with a woman for 30 days of sex nonstop, and



let's say you miss a night or two, or let's say your love night is four nights a week. And you put the
kids away, you get done with the work early, four nights a week will dramatically reinvigorate your
relationship provided you bring a vibrator into the bedroom, you're not intimidated about it. You
learn how to please your mate, and then you two will blow up in your relationship. I guarantee I
see it all the time in my counseling sessions.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I think you should go on a sex circuit. You have conversation stuff there, everyone wants to know
about no one's talking about.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, I've shared the stage with John Gray, who wrote "Men Are from Mars Women Are From
Venus." And he literally gave me this quote in my book, "This practical guide for creating lasting
love and intimacy provides new insights, to make you a star in the bedroom." That's John Gray.
He's the author of 40 million books sold, right? So he knows I know my stuff. And we've shared the
stage in New York, in LA and on conferences. And everyone waits to hear what I have to say, 'cause
I'm gonna say it raw. I'm gonna tell them exactly what they need to do.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And that is true. That's good and I think we're running low on time here. I just wanted to just
reiterate, our friends over at Leading Edge Health, and we both will format our own supplements
too, but we use them because, they do all the studies on their products, and they just have quality
products. Our time it's not worth it for us to make, some of these products that for a select few,
you gotta buy so much wrong things, but they do it right there, Leading Edge Health. And again
we talked about, some of their products that nice studies which again it's hard to get anything
published in the supplement world, that boosts that erectile, or boosts testosterone levels and
sperm production. The other studies showed, improved erectile functions. So, we're just wanna
mention that, because a lot of people, watching the summit here, they don't have a doctor. Where
can they go to get some quality supplements? Thank you, you're the best to interview, you make
me laugh.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
We have fun.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
You're lucky you don't get censored. We're all good.



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Oops! Right.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
But yeah, we haven't gone out in a long time. Are you gonna be in Vegas?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, I'll be there from absolutely. I'll be at The Venetian, I have a hotel room there and set up
some stuff there. 'Cause sometimes it's too hard to get down on the show floor but I'll be going
through and doing interviews. I hope to catch up to you to interview with you, and yeah, it'll be
fun.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
All right. So I'll see you next week I think.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, yeah. It's coming fast.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Thank you so much for agreeing, I know you're a busy man, and so much going on, can I get a
signed of your book? I'll pay for it, can I get it on Amazon or?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, it's available on Amazon. You look up a books by Nick Delgado and, we've got the "Mastering
Love, Sex and Intimacy." We've got the "Blood Doesn't lie."

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Do you have a book for the like a beginner's guide? It might be too advanced for me.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
"Acne Be Gone for Good." And then the paper that my new paper's coming out, and of course I do
have simply healthy cookbook. Oil-free, sugar-free, plant-based natural foods, but this paper is
gonna be on our website.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
You're a cook still?

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, I don't burden the women I date with cooking 'cause it's a turn off to them. If you wanna
hire a worker to come in and do that, I hand them my cookbook literally. And I say here, "Please
prepare these recipes, put it in the refrigerator and the freezer." And then the lady and I have a
good time. I'm not wanna burden her with cooking. Why would I do that? And if I do cook it
relieves stress, I listen to podcast while I'm cooking.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Come on, you're working it for all the rest of the guys here.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
It's just an efficient way to build that quality relationship. I'm a big believer that love comes first,
and once you realize that contribution and love. And you do it better than anyone, you're out there
helping people every day. It's hard to be a doctor these days and age, and how can you deal with
the stress and all the changes in laws and things. But the reality is, you have the pleasure too of
knowing what works. And when someone finds a doctor like you, who really understands that
your practice and your group is doing the good thing, and not just because you're gonna make
extra dollars, or you're gonna satisfy what the government wants, you really gonna look at what
makes a difference in helping people. And that's a private discussion in the doctor's office or in
Zoom however you guys set it up, but the beauty is I do group sessions. I do group classes 'cause I
don't really set up one-on-one, but I do have groups that form, each Wednesday and so forth. And
if people want to get into it. Well yeah. No, but we do it over the web now. So it's
fromthedoctors.com. Just all spelled out, F-R-O-M, the, T-H-E, doctors.com. And so I'll have you on
as a guest in one of the sessions and it gives people a chance to really ask detailed questions
'cause right now we're not open to everyone else. We're prerecording but the reality is, when you
have these sessions, people have legitimate questions. And that's where I learn what I need to
write about my next book, or develop another supplement or a better protocol. And so now I'm
looking at what groups of supplements and herbs and hormones and peptides work best, to
perform at that level where you know you have that confidence where it's gonna work every time.
That's what you're looking for and that's what I looked for and it works.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
That's nice. I think that whole group thing, because you only see so many patients, right?



Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah, it's very fatiguing. I can't really emphasize how many doc friends of mine are just really
working their heart out, and it just not seen as much results. In group people get that dynamics
going on, you open up to discussion. Ever since the early 1978 I was doing group sessions with
Nathan Pritikin and we'd have 50 to 100 people. We do the charts on the side of each patient, take
each way blood pressure and everything. And they'd come into the room.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And you're likely that you're gonna be asked the question they really wanna know, but someone
else will.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yap.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
And that will spark something for them to ask. So it's awesome. I really like that model.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
Yeah. It's great. And it's affordable. I mean you can do it for $100. We have a special gone, per
month it's month to month, no contracts, the normal rate's about $300. So they should jump in
and get involved so they can see doctors like yourself, like me, and then clients come in on that,
have legitimate questions that we have solutions for.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
I love it. I love it. I love you, man. You are the best.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
We're gonna hang out in Vegas and we'll catch up after as well.

Dr. Kent Holtorf
Sounds good. Thanks so much.

Dr. Nick Delgado, PHD, ABAAHP, CHT
You got it.



Dr. Kent Holtorf
Take care. Bye bye everyone.


